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PART _ A
Short Answer

Answer al! questions.

1. While overloading binary operators using member function, it requires

argumenVs.

How many parameters does a default constructor reqr-rire ?

header file is used fot'manipulators.

operator is used to dynamically allocate space for array in memory.

is an example of run time polymorphism which does not have

any body.

When a base class is privately inherited by a derived class public members of

the base class become of the derived class.

PART _ B
Short EssaY

Answer any 6 questions.

7. What are symbolic constants ?

8, What do you mean by nested if statements ?

9. Distinguish between formal parameter and actual parameter.

(6x2=121

(6x1=6)

2.

3.

4.

5.

b.

P.T.O.
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10. What is the primary use of destructors ? Give an example.

11. What is the syntax for implementing a class as virtual base class ?

12. What is a pure virtual function ?

13. Define setw( ) and setprecision( ) manipulator functions.

14. What is file input stream and output stream ?

PART _ C
Essay .

Answer any 4 questions. (4x3=121

15. What is an array ? How arrays are implemented in C++ ?

16. Explain call by reference and call by value type of parameter passing.

17. Explain static keyword. What are the characteristics of static data members ?

18. lllustrate the difference between unary operator overloading and binary
operator overloading.

19. Explain tellg( ) and tellp( ) with an example.

20. What is hybrid inheritance ? List the ambiguities of hybrid inheritance.

PART - D
Long Essay

Answer any two questions. (2x5=10)

21. Explain the concepts of object oriented programming.

22. Write a program using class concept to enter details of 10 students and
calculate the pass percentage using a friend function.

23. What is a file mode ? Describe the various file mode options available.

24. What is a constructor ? Which are the different types of constructors available
in C++ ? Explain with examples.
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SECTION - A

1. One Word Answer : (8x0.5=4)

is used foris used for single line comments and
multiple line comments.

The difference between delete and delete [] in C++ is

symbol is used to declare the preprocessor directives in C++.

is the smallest individual unit in a program.

Default constructor has arguments.

A class whose objects cannot be created is known as

ln CPP, members of a class are by default.

Strings are nothing but arrays.

SECTION _ B

Write short notes on any seven of the following questions :

2. What are the rules to make a member function as lnline ?

3. Explain Objects and Classes.

4. Write the syntax of Constants with example.

5. Write any two use of scope resolution operator.

6. Distinguish between formal.parameter and actual parameter.

(7x2=14)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

s)

h)

P.T.O.
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T.Howmanyobjectargumentsmustbegivenformemberfunctionsforbinary
oPerator overloading ? WhY ?

8. What do you mean by a base class and derived class ?

9. What is the purpose of this pointer ?

10. What is a Pure virtual {unction ?

11. What is meant bY maniPulators ?

SECTION - C

Answer any four of the following questions :

12. Distinguish between structure and class'

r 3. what is an array ? How arrays are implemented in c++ ?

14. what are the different ways of defining a member function ?

15. Briefly summarize the concept of function overloading'

16. Mention the difference between public' private and protected inheritance'

amwhichexplainsaboutstaticdatamembersandstaticmember
function.

SECTION _ D

Writeanessayonanytwoofthefollowingquestions:(2x5=10)
18. which are the different roop contror structures in c++ ? ,rustrate with example'

1g. write a program to irustrate comprex number addition using binary operator

overloadingl Ut" operator function as member function'

20. what is a friend function ? Give an exampre and rist out the guiderines used

for implementing friend function'

21. ExPlain the following :

a) Pointer to objects

l llllllll lll lffil llll llllll lill lllll lllll llll llll

(4x3=12)

b) Pointers to derived classes
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Answer all questions :

PART - A
(Short Answer)

(6x1=$)

1. which feature of the ooPS gives the concept of reusability ?

2. Which is the default retum value of functions in C++ ?

3. which data type specifies an empty set of varues/parameters ?

4. _is the scope resolution operator.

5. Variables declared inside the class are known as

6. What do you mean by object ?

PART - B
(Short Essay)

Answer any 6 questions :

7. what is an identifier ? what are the rures to follow its naming ?

8. What is function overloading ?

9. What is nesting of me?nber functions ?

10. What do you mean by destructor ?

(6x2=12)

P.T.O.
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11. E,plain multiple inheritance with pic.

12. lrrention put$ and getQ functions.

tr3., Et$ain arays. "" ,

14- Hour to declare a yariable ?:,' ::

rrtffi;Irl

PART - C

Answer any 4 questions :

15. Differentiate Data Abstraction and Encapsulation.

16. Differentiate call by value and catl by reference.

17. Mention the specialties of constructor functions.

18. Explain virtualfunctisns and pure virtual functions. -

't9. Explain the functions for manipulation of file polnters.

20. Write a C+1 progrilm to p4nt Fibonacci series.

PART - D
(Long Essay)

Ansuuer any 2queslirons.

21. Explain fire data type hierarchy in C++.

22. Expldn different types of inheritanes in C++.

(4x3=12)

(2x5=10)

23. Explain the following :

a) Opening and closing of files 2
b) Classes of file stream opeiations. g

24. Mention merits and demerits of Procedure oriented programming and Obiect
oriented programmipg.
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PART - A

' (Answer all questions.)

1. What are tokens ? Give an example.

2. Mention any two library functions of math.h.

3. Give examples of two operators that cannot be overloaded.

4. What is a default constructor ?

5. Give an advantage of using flles.

6. What is single inheritance ? (6x1=g)

PART - B

(Answer any six questions.)

7. Write a program to find the sum of two numbers illustrating cascading of l/O
operators.

8. What is return by reference ? lltustrate.

9. Explain enumerated data type.

P.T.O.
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10. What are inline functions ?

11. Can constructors be overloaded ? lf so how ?

12. Explain multilevel inheritance.

13. Explain any two file mode parameters.

14. Write h program to overload unary operator'-'. (6x2=12)

PART _ C

(Answer any four questions.)

15. Explain the syntax of open with its arguments.

16. Explain the concept "pointer to objects".

17. lllustrate the use of destructor with a C++ program.

18. How can you make an outside function inline ?

19. Create a class employee to store the name, code and designation of n
employees and to print the same.

20. Explain two ways of creating symbolic constants in C++. (4x3=12)

PART _ D

(Answer any two questions.)

21. Create a fi[e that stores item name and item cost. Open the fite and print the
details.

22. Write a C++ program to demonstrate pointer to a derived object.

23. Explain basic to class type conversion.

24. Explain OOP concepts. (2x5=10)
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PART - A
Answer all questions.

1. What are keywords ? Give an example.

2. What is an inline function ?

3. Explain operator overloading.

4. What is an abstract class ?

5. When is a class defined as a virtuat base class ?

6. what is protected visibitity ? (6x1_6)

PART _ B
Answer any sir questions.

7. Compare OOp with procedure oriented programming.

8. What is reference variable ? lllustrate.

9. Explain two memory management operators.

10. what aie private member functions ? How are they cailed ?
11. What is a copy constructor ?

12. what do you need some functions to be ,friendty,,to 
each other ?

13. Demonstrate single inheritance.

14. Explain write$ and readQ functjons. (6x2=12)

P.T.O.
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PART - C

Answer any four questions

15. Explain the rules for operator overloading.

16. Explain static member functions.

17. Explain "this" pointer with an exarnple.

18. Explain seekgQ and seekpQ.

19. What are stream classes ? Explain.

20. Explain two functions - getQ and put$ with syntax (4x3=12)

PART - D

Answer any two questions.

21 . Create a class student tp sto.re..r-egno ?ng Qe$epl Sp q}l_qeltp_.-Algggrttg-ggde_ +.*+_--

22. Write a C++ program to demonstras hferarehical inheritance.

_ 23. Explain the contro! structures of C++.

24. Exptain class to bash type conversion. (2x5et0)

llE
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